
a wave

mark so

To pass through pain and not know it
A car door slamming in the night.
To emerge on an invisible terrain.

[...]

And some day perhaps the discussion that has to come
In order for us to start feeling any of  it before we even
Start to think about it will arrive in a new weather
Nobody can imagine but which will happen just as the ages
Have happened without causing total consternation,
Will take place in a night, long before sleep and the love
That comes then, breathing mystery back into all the sterile
Living that had to lead up to it. Moments as clear as water
Splashing on a rock in the sun, though in darkness

[...]

...And then it's just
Two giant steps down to the big needing and feeling
That is yours to grow in. Not grow old, the
Magic present still insists on being itself,
But to play in. To live and be lived by
And in this way bring all things to the sensible conclusion 
Dreamed into their beginnings, and so arrive at the end.

Simultaneously, in an area the size of  West Virginia
The opposing view is climbing toward heaven: how swiftly
It rises! How slender the packed silver mass spiraling
Into further thinness, into what can only be called excess

     – John Ashbery, “A Wave”

—for an even number of  sustaining, movable-pitch instruments, all having a pitch in common
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—in a still, open environment; perhaps outdoors, at evening—

players choose and tune a starting pitch common to all of  their instruments,
dividing in equal numbers between those playing up-curving and down-curving pitch arcs

a series of  several (5-7 or perhaps more) overlapping pitch arcs is played, alternating between up- and down-curving arcs, 
each arc lasting approximately 10', and each beginning and ending on the established starting pitch

———

each time playing, each instrument enters imperceptibly,
gradually becoming louder until peaking at a very low level, then gradually fades away,

forming one long, generally symmetrical “swell”

over the course of  each swell, each performs a long, shallow, generally symmetrical pitch arc,
playing a very slow up- or down-curving glissando from the starting pitch, leveling off  in the middle up to a semitone away,

then very slowly arcing back to starting pitch to complete the arc; each always plays the same type of  arc (up- or down-curving)

if  more than 2 instruments, all those playing in each arc enter within a space of  about 1-2' and play independently as above,
each instrument articulating a pitch deviation of  up to a semitone away from starting pitch each time

———

begin the piece with an up-curving arc; 
each next arc overlaps the one prior by less than half  (sometime after those playing it have begun returning to starting pitch),
with those playing each arc giving way at some point entirely to those playing the next before entering once more,
always maintaining a space of  a few minutes between each arc of  the same type

end with either type of  arc,
when (after several arcs) all those playing an arc have faded away
without another arc having been initiated

—balanced throughout—
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